Gradient chromatofocusing. versatile pH gradient separation of proteins in ion-exchange HPLC: characterization studies.
A new chromatofocusing technique called gradient chromatofocusing is characterized. Gradient chromatofocusing generates linear pH gradients on anion-exchange columns with inexpensive low molecular mass buffer components via HPLC gradient mixing. Gradient chromatofocusing results are compared with that of conventional chromatofocusing in the chromatography of several proteins on a Mono P column, including beta-lactoglobulin A and B, ovalbumin, BSA, and conalbumin. Gradient chromatofocusing shows superior performance, with resolution increases greater than 3-fold being realized for the entire protein mixture and up to 25-fold for a particular protein pair. This performance superiority arises from inherent advantages in the gradient chromatofocusing technique in optimizing conditions pertinent to separation, including buffer concentration and pH gradient slope. These resolution gains arise from both increases in separation factor and decreases in peak width achieved with the pH gradient chromatofocusing technique through the manipulation of buffer concentration and the pH gradient profile. Gradient chromatofocusing is also compared with conventional NaCl gradient ion-exchange chromatography using the same Mono P column, demonstrating 3-fold resolution gains, resulting from a 3-fold decrease in peak width. The present work demonstrates the significantly improved performance that gradient chromatofocusing has in protein separations compared to other ion-exchange chromatographic techniques. Mechanisms for the various effects are discussed.